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because I’m neither 
from here or there
I speak both languages 
with a flair
born in Los Angeles
with roots that extend
reaching out to faraway lands
faraway sands, faraway from here

because I’m my fathers daughter
drowning in alcohol
seeking the metaphysical
calling back in time
my family line
a forgotten leaf
on the familias tree
to be a Pocha or not to be

because I’m my mothers daughter
drowning in depression
seeking a connection
recovering memories
of a tierra I never knew
a forgotten trace
of ancestors in me
to be a Pocha or not to be

because I’m not good enough
for here or there
i love to hate my flag & 
hate to love my creation
ashamed of spanish in the 1st grade
i’m sorry mami i never meant to hurt you
ashamed of english in abuelas embrace
i know you never meant to hurt me

because I’m merging culturas
every time I breath
crossing borders
every time I speak 
split forever into one
at the edge of two worlds
the edge of possibility
to be a Pocha or not to be

because I’m finding a balance
of this cosmic raza
a fusion of color
for this meztiza
things to learn
and things to teach
the little ones in front of me
to be a Pocha or not to be


